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This payer addresses a specific communication system problem which
has characterized planetary exploration but which also appears in other appli-
cations. nie results provide a new nivans of comparing the efficiency of vari-
ous communication systems which are required to transmit b()tii imaging and a
typically error sensitive, class of data called general science/engineering (gse)
over a Gaussian channel. The approach jointly treats the imaging and gse
transmission problems, allowing comparisons of systems which include vari-
ous channel coding and data cornpression alternatives. Actual system compari-
sons include an "Advanced Imaging; Conirnunication System" (AICS) which
exhibits the rather significant potential advantages of sophisticated data com-
pression coupled with powerful yet practical channel coding.
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POTENTIAL END-TO-END IMAGING INFORMATION RATE
ADVAN IAGFS OF VARIOUS Aurk..RNA`rIVF:
COMDIUNICATION SYSTEMS
I. INTRODUC'T'ION
This paper addresses a specific communication system problem which
has characterized planetary exploration but which also appears in other appli-
cations. We provide a new means of comparing the efficiency of various com-
munication systems which are required to transmit both imaging and a, typi-
cally error sensitive, class of data called general science/engineering (gse)
over a Gaussian channel (the usual space chimnel, no band,,^idth limitations).
"This approach jointly treats the imaging; and gse transmission problems and
allows comparisons of systems which include various channel cooling and data
compression alternatives. using this technique, specific comparisons of five
alte rnative communication systems are provided, graphically displaying the
sometimes huge performance clifferences that can exist between systems. '"or
examph" miler certain conditions, the most sophisticated system (AICS, lief. 1 )
would offer more than tvio or: ors of magnitude increase in imaging information
rate compar.^d to a single channel uncoded, uncompressect s^ stem while main-
taining the same gse data rate in both systems (for the same antenna and trans-
miltei . power). The selected five, systems probably span the full range of
potential performance available today for communicating imaging an(I gse over
the classic space channel. The relative performance of other systems not
treated here can be obtained by simple deviations using the same techniques or
in many cases simply by parameter substitul ion.
I'he F'rror Irate Disparity
Cle.i rly, a communication system which must transmit more than one
form of data -gust satisfy the minimum transmission error rate requirements
of all the data. Performance comparisons of various systems to accomplish
this task must account fur th-sae constraints. This is precisely the situa-
tion considered here. Generally speaking, gse data can be classified as
strictly error sensitive data although there may be slight differences in the
error vulnerability of various types. Imaging data, on the other hand, may or
may not be error sensitive depending on the method of image representation.
The effect of transmission errors on uncompressed or spatially edited imaging
tends to be significantly less than compressed imaging (or gse) for many
techniques, particularly adaptive algorithms. However, certain image trans-
form techniques have roughly an equal susceptibility to errors as uncom-
pressed imaging. In either case a measure of system performance must account
for the fact that the error requirements of all data niust be simultaneously
satisfied.
5vstems Considered. Method of Comparison
The systems selected for comparison here represent an evolution of com-
munication systems developed for planetary missions. The first four systems
represent steps in that evolution (not chronological) based on the assumption
that imaging data would be uncompressed (except for spatial editing) and gse
data would be either nonexistent or at least always a sraall percentage of the
total information rate. -'n that sense a comparison of systems 1-4 demonstrates
d: stinct stip-by-step improvements in efficiency. Part of the motivation of
this paper ;.a to display the relative efficiencies of these systems to transmit
botli uncompressed imaging and gse data.
Certainly there are variations to systems 1-4 and modifications which
include various compression algorithms. It is a straightforward matter to
present comparisons of such systems by use of the approaches developed here.
However, we elect to demonstrate the potential advantages of data compression
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by providing comparisons %kith system S. System 5, called an "Advanc , fl
Ima,ing Communication System" (AICS) ill 	 1, is the result of an end-to-
end system design aimed at transmitting all far»>s of datrn efficiently and
includes advanced channel coding; and ada l)tive data comp-ession techniques.
Comparisons with system 5 should indicate roughly the maxinitim wins that
are presently available from data compression.
Method of comparison. Each of the first four systems	 be separately
viewed as "',aseline systems. " 1t is assumed in all cases that the channel
parameters of each system are selected so that the minimum error rate
requirements for all data are simultaneously satisfied. T1ie gse transmission
rate will be fixed in all systems as a fraction of the total information rate in
the selected baseline. Then, the imaging information rate available in the
baseline will be compared with that available in each other systeni. This is
illustrated ill Fig I. An improvement in imaging; information rate by P in any
system means roughly the ability to transmit P times as many images with the
equivalent information content as those transmitted in the baseline.
*For example, an image compressed by 16:1 in system 5 might be equivalent
to a 4:1 spatially editec. Image in the baseline. In this case the potential gains
due to data compression alone would be Y = 4. The total end-to-end system
advantage is the subject of subsequent sections.
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Fig. 1. Method of System Comparisons.
I1. SYS'I'r.m GOMPA RISONS '
Each of the systems considered will be introducer) while treating system 1
as a baseline system (that is, the systeni to compare others to).
System Descriptions: System 1 as Baseline
System 1 is simply the familiar "uncoiled channel" as diagrammed in
Fig. L.
'The necessary performance curves for various channel options can be
found in Refs. 1 • 3. In all cases presented here we will assume PSK modula-
tion and ideal coherent receiver operation.
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Vig. 2. System 1, Uncoded Channel,
Assuming this is the baseline systeirr, Rse data rate is fixed at an average
rate of r Fits/sec where r/a	 f and a is the total available bit rate over the
channel. Then lul l - n - r is the imaging information rate• available in the
baseline system 1.
Assuming we fix antenna size, transmitter power etc. , a is deterrrrined
,olely by the allowed probability of error, 1' e . The error sensitive Rse data
confines this choice to he low. For comparison purpiu-es we will rose Ye	10 5.
Me exact choice will have little impact on the end results and 10 5 seems to be
.in acceptable vain , This operating point is obtainer) at a signal to nois( ratio
of roughly `. 7 db,
System 2: Uncoded/Golay. This systcm is diagrammed in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. System 2 (Uncoded/C;olay) vs. Uncoded Baseline,
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As siwwr, in the figure, Golay block coding is applied to gse data before
transmission over an uncoded channel. Thin in held fixed at the same rate as
the baseline system, r. The Golay decoder corrects errors made in tranbmis-
lion over the "inner" uncoded channel. r parity bits are required for each r
information bits. Uncompressed imaging is transmitted directly over the
uncoded channel. See the Appendix for additional comments on the Gulay.
Because of the additional protection o r
 gse data, the uncoded channel in
this system may be operated at higher error rates and hence higher transmis-
sion rates. Specifically, t r ansmission rate oil
	 uncoded channel portion mad
be increaFed provided that the net gse error rate is -.round 10 -5 or lest; and
uncompressed or :spatially edited imaging; is not substantially degraded. To
meet this objective Wt error rate requirements for imaging have historically
been P !i 5 x 10 3.C
This b5 `. constrained operating point fur the inner uncoded channe'
occurs it the range of 5 x 10 -3 to 10 -3 . We will assume a 1'e = 10 3 in the
graphical examples. From uncoded channel performance curves the P e -
10 -3 operating point occurs at roughly 6.8 db. This satisfies the require-
ments for imaging noted above. Thus the uncoded channel in system 2 may
be operated at 2.9 db above that in System 1 or at a rate of A2!a= 1.950,
Operating points substantially above this point would rapidly damage gse
data. This leaves an imaging rate of It  : A 2 rY - Zr in system 2,
^yst ^ rTi is C;onvolittional/Viter bi. A block diagram of system 3 is 	 •1
shown in Fig. 4. System 3 looks much like the baseline system except
that all data is first coded by a convolutional coder, and then decoded using
Viterbi decodIrs. There are many variations that may fit different mis-
sion situations. For the purpose of presenting graphical results here we
will assume the same principal code used on the Voyager missions to
Jupiter and Saturn, a constraint K= 7, p = 2 code with 3 tits of receiver
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Fig. 4. System 3 (Conv/Viterbi) vs. Uncoded Baseline.
quantization. Graphs for other options can easily be obtained by modifying input
parameters. From the K 7, v - 2 performance curves under ideal receiver
`i G
operating conditions, A 31	 3. 09. when Pe = 10 5.
System 4, Voyager. A block diagram of :system 4 appears in Fig. 5.
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FiI4, 5. System 4 (Conv/Viterbi-Golay) vs. U.zcoded Baseline.
This system configuration is basically the Voyager communication sys-
tem (also called the Jupiter/Saturn communication system in Refs. 1 and 2).
It looks much like system 2, Uncoded/Golay, except that the inner channel is
the more powerful convolutional/Viterbi.
We will assume that the inner channel can be operated at up to a 13  =
5 x. 10 -3 v,-hile maintaining an adequately low P e on gse data. Again it is
unimportant to worry about precise operating points. The main differences
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between systems is much more significant. Using; the K = 7,	 = 2 performance
curves we have A 41 '' - 5. 5 leaving A 41 r, - 2r to iniaging. 41
System 5 , 	The last system has been called "Advanced Ima"ins
Communica t ion System. " A full description can be found in Ref.	 1. Particular
details on the channel coding; aspects may be found in Refs.	 2-4.	 A block diagram
appears in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. System 5 (AILS) vs. Uncoded Baseline.
In this system all data passes through an interleaved Reed-Solomon coder
before entering the carne Voyager convolutional/Viterbi channel. The net
res.ilt, virtually eri-,,:or-free data can be cotnimunicated at rates tip to very nearly
that at which the convolutional /Viterbi channel alone obtains a 5 x 10 -3 error
rate. 'I"hat is, A51 = A41'
Witty this kind of channel, there is no problem with communicating error
sensitive data. In Fig. 6, we have assumed that gse data is compressed by
some factor Z without any loss in true information. This appears quite feasible
and in any event t should be a systein parameter even if we set it equal to 1.
In the graphical results the case of 5 = 1 or 2 will be included.
*A41 ^ 4. 07 for a "low overhead" K = 9, v = 4/3 code. Linkabit offers decod-
ers for such a code.
'^ ::: A 51 =5. 13 for the v=2code, A51 =5. 75 for v=3at,dA51 =
 3.8 for alow
overhead K = 9, v = 4/3 code.
L
The imaging clata compression assumed is called RN12 1 11 and was
hasically developed for monochromatic images. It is an ^xtremely adaptive
algorithm which gives the user and mission designer extensive flexibility. Any
compression factor can be selected for any image.
Rh12 was evaluated for flyby missions by imaging scientists [51 who
concluded that it offered an information rate advantage in the range of 4-6 com-
pared to the alternatives of no compression or spatial edit. It For other mis-
sions which could make ful l use of the adaptive character of RM2, the upper
range might be more like IC:I. Then Y in Fig. 6 refers to the effective increase
in the number of pictures of roughly the sane Cluality that would be obtained
using RN,12 on monochromatic images .-ompared to what is presently done,
direct PCM or spatial edit.
If registered color bands were available, then higher compression fac-
tors (for the same fidelity) should be possible either with RM2 (and some small
increase in operations) or more directly using the CCA algorithrrn [ 7 1-[ 9 1 devel-
oped specifically for multispectral images.
Referring back to the diagram in Fig. 6 we see that Y(A51e - r/O is the
imaging information rate for AICS.
Derivation of .maeinm Rate AdvantaLes
For each s, stem just described we wish to obtain a more useful form of
the ratio Rn /R I ; given in Fig, I. This requires no more than basic algebra.
We will illustrate the procedure here for AICS only. Equations for all systems,
including different baseline choices are given in 'Cable I,
From Figs. 1 and 2 we have
f	 r/o
.`Comparisons of Ith12 with other monochromic algorithms can be found in
Ref. 6. Adaptive c,,sine curves were mislabeled as adaptive Fourier in that
doctrrnent.
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Table 1. Equations; for Computing; Imaging Rate Advantages.
Asmume(I
Imaging hate Advantage Factor Above Baseline
System 2
	
System 3	 System 4
11.ese • liIIv Syste•n)	 I llncoded	 Cunv/	 Cunv/Viterbi-	 tiyste•rn 5
System Uncurled Golay	 viterbi	 Golay	 AILS
A21	 2f	 A31-f	 A41-2f	 )(A51-f/r,)System I
Uncucird I I - f	 I 	 I-f	 I 
S ste • tte 2	 A	 -f(I-A	 )	 A	 -f(1-A	 )	 A	 f(2 -A	 )	 Y)A 52- f(1/4 	 ))
Uncoded/	
IL	 12	 I	 32	 32	 d2	 42	 	 51
	
T	 1 -^^ I - f ^1-fGolay—
System 3	 A1 3 •f	 A, 32`f	 A-2f	 Y( A53-fly)Cunv/	 1	
--`I -f	 1	
43
3	 I -f	 -Viterhl
System 4	 AI i-f(l
-Ai.}I	 A 24 -f(2- A 2p 1 	 A34-f(I-A341	 Y)A54- f(1/( -A54 ))
Cunv/
Viterbi - I 	 I 	 1-f	 I	 I-f
Golay
•	 data rate held fined in all systems as fraction f of total information rate in Baseline Systene
0 Aid	 I/A1 i	 Rate Advantage in operating, ineaging channel of system i over imaging channel of
syste • nI i Isee Figs. 2-6).
R 	 = ry - r = r(1-f)/f	 (2)
Then from Fig. 6
R5	 Y(A51 a	 /C)
Y(A 51 ( - r/? ► 	 (3)
Y ( A 5 1 -f/t;)
-f	 RI3
The same approach tale be followed for other sysiems. Sirnilarly, picking a
new baseline is no more complicated. The only difference is to now let a be
the "imaging channel" rate for the selected baseline. Imaging channel refers
to those channe l -lements over .which imaging data passes, it does not exclude
g se data.
Equations fo • Gomhuting Imaging_Rate Advantages
The necessary equations are shown in Table 1. Note that the rate factor
10
A ij = 1/Aji now more generally refers to the increase in transmission rate of
the imaging channel of system i over that of system j.
A complete listing of the Aij used here is given in "fable 2.
"table 2. Tabulation of the Aij.
Imaging Channel Kate Improvement Vactor
11System
Nuniber
I
1. 0
2 3 4 5
i 1 0. 51 0. 32 0. 18 0. 19
2 1.95 1.0 0.63 0.3F 0.38
3 3.09 1.58 1.0 0.56 0.60
4 5.50 2.82 1.78 1.0 1.07
1 ti. 13 2.63 1.66 0.93 1.0
Graphical Pesults
Plots of the equations in Table I ar, ,
 shown in Figs. 7- 10 using f as a
parameter. Additional assunnptions and observations are given in the Appendix.
Included is a separate graph of RS/Viterbi which is AILS with y = 1, > = I.
Example 1. Suppose that the encoded channel (system 1) was considered
the baseline communication system. Upon sizing up the power, antenna, etc. ,
it was concluded that 1 kilobit/sec was available at the required P = 10-5,
e
Science instruments required at least r = 500 b/sec to be reasonable, leaving
500 b/sec for imaging. 'Ilion
f = 10(00 --(). 5, R	 = 500.	 (4)
Observe that the f=0 condition is really a disconf.inuity point for some of the
systems because lase requirements would not constrain cliannel operating
points. Phis fact is not included in Table 1 or :subsequent graphs.
pRl(.;iNAI. PAGE 1S
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The graphs in IAg. 7 compare the relative amount of imaging information rate
with the R  = 500 in the baseline under the constraint that tho lase data rate is
the same (500 here) in all systems. From Fig. 7 with f = .5 we see the
following; imaging information rate advantages in Table 3.
Table 3. Imaging Rate Advantagt,h. Example 1.
Approximate
	
Imaging Information
System	 Facf—r, R ig /it B	 Rate bits/sec
Uncoded Golay	 1.9	 950
Convolutional/\' ite rbi	 4. 5	 2250
Conv `Viterhi-Golay	 8.6	 4300
RS/Viterhi	 9. 3	 4650
AICS	 37 to 93	 18500 to 46500
Givetl AICS and 18500 bits/sec or more of imaging instead of 500 it is likely
that the allocation to gse data would increase since it would constitute now less
than 3 1 0 of the total.
Example 2. Now sta rt with a mo re powe rful ba seline sy stem, the Voyage r
communication system. Assume that the available data rate for imaging and
gse (at acceptable, error rates) is 5 KB/sec. This is similar to the situation
which would be faced if X-ba-ld failed near Saturn during the actual Voyager
mission. Let f = . 5 again so that gse data rata is r = 2`100 b/sec. Using;
Fig. 10 we see that if we assume no gse data compression, AICS offers an
imaging, rate advantage of between 7 and 18 (17500 and 45000 bits,'sec respec-
tively). If in addition we assume a not unreasomiWe additional 2:1 gse com-
pression, the rate advantage factors increase to between 9 and 23 (22500 and
57500 bits/sec respectively).
12
k
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The graphical results illustrate the significant performance differences
between several alternative systems for communicating imaging and gse over
the classic Gaussian space channel with nu bandwidth limitations. These
results and the approach in obtaining them will hopefully be useful in ad • Iress-
ing some --f the possible tradeoffs for future space missions as well as other
applications.
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APPENDIX
ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS FOR
GRAPHICAL RESULTS FIGS. 7-10
1 )	 RS Code Parameters: J=B, E,16, I ' 4 as defined in Refs. 2 and 3.
2) Convolutional Code: K=7, v =2; Viterbi decoding;, 3 bit soft Q
receiver.
'I11V use of a K=7, v =3 code would improve the performance of any
system using; a convolutional code, systems 3-5. Similarly use of a
K=9, v=4/3 code and/or hard Q receiver would decrease the perfor-
mance of these systems. (substitute the new A id in the a1propriate
equations).
3) Ideal receiver tracking; assumed for the graphs. System 3 would
have much greater losses under non-ideal conditions than other sys-
tems (Refs 2 and 3).
4) The impact of an additional 2:1 compression of g;se data in system 5
has negligible impact on the curves in figs, 7 and 8 and are therefore
not shown.
5) The three error correcting Golay code (24, 12) is a slightly modifier)
form of the standard (23, 12) code described in the literature. An
interleave depth of 24 is currently used in the Voyager communication
System.
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